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-A swab sample was taken from the winner OAKVALE STRIKER. 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

- This race was delayed by several minutes due to the lure arm needing to be replaced. 
-On the first turn INDIANA MCBAIN moved down checking REDHEAD CHEZ and ANOTHER CRAZY, shortly after HILLTOP ADEL moved 
down checking GEMTREE ABLAZE. On the turn off the back straight REDHEAD CHEZ moved down checking ANOTHER CRAZY. On the 
turn into the home straight SLAVE TO LOVE, ANOTHER CRAZY and GEMTREE ABLAZE ran wide. Along the home straight SLAVE TO 
LOVE continued to run wide. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn KANSAS LANE moved down checking HAYRIDE RAMPE and WELLS TYSON. Along the back straight VICTA SARA 
moved out checking DON LESTA. On the turn off the back straight DON LESTA moved out checking VELOCITY FLAME. 
-WELLS TYSON was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS. 
.                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner STEEL. 
-On the first turn EMERLEY GIGGLER checked around the heels of TURBO ROAD, then LONG GULLY GUS moved down making contact 
with TOP WEIGHT causing both greyhounds to lose ground, LONG GULLY GUS then dropped back checking EMERLEY GIGGLER. On 
the turn off the back straight OH NO BETA moved down checking TURBO ROAD. Approaching the turn into the home straight GARRY 
MCBAIN checked around the heels of TURBO ROAD. 
                

     
   

-PANHANDLE SLIM and TIME’S RIGHT were both slow to begin. Shortly after the start VICTA LOUISE moved down checking 
SPRINGVALE CHOIX. On the first turn BERELUKE and PANHANDLE SLIM came together and bumped on several occasions. Along the 
back straight VICTA LOUISE and ABUZZ ran wide. On the turn off the back straight OAKVALE WARRIOR moved down checking TIME’S 
RIGHT. Along the home straight ABUZZ ran wide. 
-ABUZZ was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-CAIRNLEA BELLA and MASTER CHAOS were both slow to begin. On the first turn VICTA CALEB moved down making contact with 
FABWIK causing VICTA CALEB to be turned sideways and both greyhounds to lose ground, then FABWIK checked around the heels of 
VICTA CALEB then continued moving out checking UP TIME GIRL and MASTER CHOAS. On the turn into the back straight WANCHAI 
EXPRESS moved out checking CAIRNLEA BELLA. Along the back straight WANCHAI EXPRESS checked around the heels of UP TIME 
GIRL. On the turn into the home straight FABWIK moved out making contact with CAIRNLEA BELLA causing both greyhounds to lose 
ground. 
-FABWIK was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                

     

   

-Shortly after the start HOLLOW POINT moved down checking CHADDY WHACKER then GUNNADOO DRIVER moved down checking 
DYNA LENAE and PELE’S ENTITY. On the first turn BRILLIANT BAILS moved down checking BIG LEBOWSKI and DYNA LENAE ran 
wide. On the turn into the back straight PELE’S ENITITY moved out checking BIG LEBOWSKI and GUNNADOO DRIVER. Along the home 
straight DYNA LENAE ran wide. 
                

     

   

-REBEL CONTENDER and SUTTON TAYLOR were both slow to begin. Along the back straight REBEL CONTENDER moved out checking 
LEACHWOOD LASS. On the turn off the back straight SUTTON TAYLOR moved down checking REBEL CONTENDER. Along the home 
straight PRECIOUS TYSON ran onto the heels of TIGER’S EMPIRE and REBEL CONTENDER ran wide. 
                

     

   

-DYNA ZORON, LEKTRA BRANDY and GUNNADOO GAMBLER were all slow to begin. Entering the back straight EMERLEY AGAIN 
moved down making contact with VICTA KYLIE causing EMERLEY AGAIN to lose ground. On the turn off the back straight EMERLEY 
AGAIN moved back into the running line of MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN causing both greyhounds to be checked, then TURBO GRAN checked 
around the heels of DYNA ZORON and continued moving out checking GUNNADOO GAMBLER.  
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner GOOBER BROWN. 
-On the first turn MAXIMUM PIP checked around the heels of JUST CRYSTAL. On the turn off the back straight JUST CRYSTAL moved 
down making contact with BLUEY ROCKS causing JUST CRYSTAL to lose ground. 
 

     

   

-On the first turn SPRING CARTER moved out checking AFTERGLOW. Along the back straight ZIPPING SHARNIE ran wide. On the turn 
into the home straight ZOOMETRICAL moved out checking AFTERGLOW. 
                

INJURIES WELLS TYSON RIGHT MONKEY MUSCLE SORENESS 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS OAKVALE STRIKER (R1) STEEL (R4) GOOBER BROWN (R10) 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   

TRIAL RESULTS NIL   
 


